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The Broader
Purposes of God

VOLUME 19, NUMBER 5
NOVEMBER, 1985
Welcome Trials as Friends?
Being thankful for the good things, happy times,
and caring people in our lives comes easily even
though we may often fail to express our gratitude
and assume that these are ours "by right." But
there are some things I find it difficult to be
thankful for. Paul, for example, suggests that one
should be able to pass through an experience of
grief or pain and "endure it with joy" and even
"thank God in the midst of pain and distress."
Peter says, "Be glad ... even though it may ... be
necessary for you to be sad for a while because of
the many kinds of trials you suffer." James sounds
even more unreal: "When all kinds of trials and
temptations crowd into your lives, my brothers,
don't resent them as intruders, but welcome them
as friends!" Peter even goes so far as to say how
happy you are "if you should suffer for doing
what is right." Now, that's hard to swallow.
This does not, I think, mean that we tell parents
who have lost a beautiful child at the hands of a
drunken driver to "thank God," nor that you
should shout "Hallelujah!" if you discover you
have cancer. Nor do we say to one engulfed in the
clutches of undeserved wrong, "You just have to
accept," as if preaching or ordering could make it
so. The biblical writers do not glorify suffering for
its own sake, for that would often be to glorify evil
and sin. Paul did not say to thank God FOR pain
and distress, but rather "IN THE MIDSTOF .•.. "
Thank God for redemption in the Son that empowers us, for the privilege of helping to complete
Christ's suffering on behalf of the Church, for his
safe-keeping, for the hope He has given, that "the
glorious Spirit is resting on you," that you are worthy of suffering for Him, that you are enabled
through suffering to help others "who have all
kinds of trouble, using the same help you have
received from God." Gratitude comes because of
what we know in Jesus and acceptance gradually
becomes possible through slow changes within
prompted by love and the presence of the Spirit.
Our own wills are not sufficient. Paul points out
the source of this gratitude: "You will be
strengthened from God's boundless resources."
He is "the merciful Father, the God from whom all
help comes."
Suffering in and of itself is not enriching, ennobling, or faith-enhancing, for it is life-crippling
and defeating to many. It all hinges on our personal responses, our inner attitudes, our saying
the fundamental "yes" to God so that he can work
through all the circumstances of our lives. Paul
comforts his t'hilippian friends whom he had hurt
by some hard things he had written them: "You
can look back now and see how the hand of God
was in that sorrow. Look how seriously it made
you think ....
Look how it stirred up your keenness for the faith."
Paul Tournier sums it up aptly in his book
Creative Suffering: " This, then, is the lesson .... It
is that what disturbs our lives, ... affects us, makes
us suffer-severely sometimes-does not make us
grow and develop, but does make growth and
development possible . . .. The call to creative
renewal rings out at every one of the trials that
beset us on our way through life.... The new state
of life must be undertaken and not just
undergone."
Thanks be to God!
-the

Editor

"TO EXPLORE THOROUGHLY
THE SCRIPTURES AND
THEIR
MEANING ...
TO UNDERSTAND AS FULLY AS POSSIBLE THE
WORLD IN WHICH THE CHURCH LIVES AND HAS HER MISSION
... TO PROVIDE A VEHICLE FOR COMMUNICATING
THE MEANING
OF GOD'S WORD TO OUR CONTEMPORARY WORLD."
- EDITORIAL POLICY STATEMENT, JULY, 1967
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The Thankfulness That Comes
From Contentment

In times of distress it is easy to lose sight of all the blessings we receive from
the hand of God; and in times of abundance we often slip into smugness,
taking our wealth for granted and convincing ourselves that ·it is all the product of our ingenuity, our ability, our energy.

ometimes I suspect God must feel a litt le like
the sailor of w hom Sir Winston Churc hi ll once
spoke. It seems that one day a Royal Navy sailor dived into the frigid waters of Plymouth Harbor to save
the life of a litt le boy who was drowning. Three days
later the sailor met the boy and his mother in th e
street. He saw the boy nudge his mothe r. The
mother stopped the sailor and asked, "Are you th e
man who pu lled my litt le boy out of the water?" Expecting an expression of gratitude, the sailor smi led,
stood erect, saluted, and said, "Yes, M a'a m ."
"Then," rep lied t he mother, with inc reasing temp er,
"w here's his cap?"
Al l of us are oblivious at times to the magnitud e of
our blessings. Many of us discover that the leve l of
our grat itud e fluctuates drastically, depending on
the c ircumstances that surround us. In 1979 I spoke
at the community Thanksgiving service in the City of
New Or leans. During that tim e we found ourse lves
in the depths of a severe recession. Myriad were the
news stories that spoke of how littl e we had for
which to be thankful. Unemployment was high; interest rates were over 20 percent; and many were
afraid of what the future might hold . This Thanksgiving our national circumstances are quite different.
We live in an expanding economy, witnessing the
rapid growth of high technology industries. Int erest
rates are down. The stock market is up, and
unemployment continues to decrease . A ll of this
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raises int eresti ng questions. Do we have Thanksgiv ing only in the years the GNP is up , or shou ld
Thanksgiving be ce lebrated only in cer tain highgrowth areas of our cou ntry ?
Sure ly our thankfulness and joy shou ld not be so
dep endent on externa l circumstances. Is there not
something much mor e perm anent and enduring
which is the source of our joy and thankfu lness? In
times of di stress it is easy to lose sight of all the blessing s we receive from the hand of God; and in times
of abundance we often slip into smugness, taking
our wea lth for granted and convincing ourselves that
it is all th e product of our ingen uity , our abil ity, our
energy .
There was one, whom we might take as an example, however, who stood firm, who exuded both joy
and thankfulness even though his life took roller
coaster cha nges of fortune. His was a thankfulness
that grew out of a deep contentment.
It had been a rough year for the Apostle Paul. He
had been arrested in Jerusalem, barely escaping with
his life from a lynch mob . He had spent time in
prison in Caesarea and had undergone two trials . At
the end of the second trial, he was then sent to
Rome on appeal. On the way to Rome by sea his
ship sank, and he was marooned on an island . Now
at year's end he found hims elf in a Roman prison.
Paul was experiencing
rough times, times of
economic distress, and times of severe deprivation .
And yet, wh ile he was in prison in Rome, Paul
wrote a letter, a letter to dear friends back in Philippi, a letter exuding a spirit of joy and confidence .
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One passage I think particularly
letter is Philippians 4: I 0-20:

revealing in this

I rejoice in the Lord greatly that now at length you
have revived your concern for me. You were indeed concerned for me but you had no opportunity to show it, not that I complain of want, for I
have learned that in whatever state I am to be content. I know how to be abased, I know how to
abound, in any and all circumstances. I have
learned the secret of facing plenty and hunger,
abundance and want. I can do all things in him
who strengthens me.

Paul had been born into a prosperous Jewish family. He had attended "Ivy League" synagogue
schools. He had attained the highest and most
prestigious positions in his society; yet he had also
experienced
severe economic
deprivation
and
repression of the most basic human rights. How
could Paul under those circumstances write with
such joy and thankfulness? It was because he had
learned to be content. Now Paul was not magically
born with nor endowed with contentment. It was
something that he had learned through the experience of life and through his experience with
God. Contentment is not complacency; nor is it a
false peace based on ignorance. Contentment is not
escape from the battle of life; rather it is an abiding
peace and confidence in the midst of the battle.
Paul said that he had learned the secret of being
content regardless of the circumstances. When Paul
said that he had learned to be content, he was using
a term that was very popular among the Stoics. For
the Stoics, self-sufficiency was their pride. Their
method of dealing with external circumstances was
to renounce all desires and wants. The Stoic aim was
to abolish every feeling and emotion of the human
heart. Love was rooted out and caring was forbidden. The Stoics made of the heart a desert and cal led
it peace.

Contentment is not escape from the battle
of life; rather it is an abiding peace and
confidence in the midst of the battle.
The secret of Paul's contentment, however, was
very different, for it was not self-generated at the
cost of his humanity. Paul had come to know the
peace of God and his sufficiency to meet all of life's
circumstances. For Paul the secret of contentment
was to be "in Christ." But what was it about being in
Christ that enabled Paul to face the changing fortunes of life and still remain joyful and thankful? His
perspective had been changed: (1) Christ had chang
ed Paul's perspective of success and failure; (2)
Christ had changed Paul's perspective on the
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relative value of things; (3) Christ had changed Paul's
perspective of who God is and what the source of
sustaining power in life is.

SUCCESS AND FAILURE
Earlier in this Philippian letter, Paul gives us an insight into his previous concept of success. In chapter
3 he says, "If any other man thinks he has reason for
confidence in the flesh, I have more. Circumcised
on the eighth day of the people of Israel of the tribe
of Benjamin, a Hebre\A.t born of Hebrews. As to the
law, a Pharisee; as to zeal, a persecutor of the
church; as to righteousness, blameless under the
law." Paul's concept of success was based upon his
race and his achievements, especially religious
achievements. His importance was determined by
how high he had climbed the social ladder. But all of
that was laid bare on the Damascus Road.
Jesus had defined success in terms of service: "He
who would be the greatest among you must be the
servant of all (Mark 9:35)." The night before his
crucifixion,
He served his closest followers by
washing their feet. The Messiah of God served; and
to that group of disciples, He said, "You call me
Lord and you are right to do so for so I am. If I then,
your Lord and teacher, have washed your feet, you
also ought to wash one another's feet" (John
13:13-14). Jesus changed Paul's concept of success
and failure by demonstrating in his own life that the
greatest measure of success is in obedience to God.
During his time of temptation in the wilderness,
Satan displayed for Christ all that he would measure
success by: the kingdoms of the world in all their
glory. Satan said, "All these I will give to you if you
will fall down and worship me." Jesus forever
altered the measure of success by saying, "You shall
worship the Lord your God and him only shall you
serve (Matt. 4:8-10)."
In Philippians we see just how radically Paul's concept of success was changed by the Risen Lord. After
he had listed all the prestigious things in which he
had placed so much confidence and which defined
his view of success, Paul said, "But whatever gain I
had I counted it as loss for the sake of Christ. Indeed,
I count everything as loss for the surpassing worth of
knowing Christ Jesus my Lord. For his sake, I have
suffered the loss of all things and count them as
refuse in order that I may gain Christ and be found in
him not having a righteousness of n1y own based on
law but that which is through faith in Christ, a
righteousness from God that depends on faith"
(Phil. 3:7).
We too can learn the secret of contentment if we
will allow Christ to redefine our concept of success
and failure. For many of us, success is measured by
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the kinds of cars we drive or the size of our houses,
by the power that we are able to wield over others,
by the recognition that people give us. As long as we
hold on to such measures of success, we can never
know contentment and the thankfulness that comes
from it. But when we allow Christ to restructure the
concepts of success and failure in our lives in terms
of service and obedience to the will of God, then we
too can learn the contentment that Paul experienced.

THE RELATIVEVALUE OF THINGS
In Paul's earlier life, things, abstractions, and doctrines were more important than people. People
somehow got lost in the religious system. He even
held the coats of those who were sterning Stephen so
that the garments might not get soiled. But the
message of Jesus' entire life was that people are
more important than things. He demonstrated his
concern for persons by his healing on the Sabbath,
his kindness toward the Samaritan woman. When
the religious system of his day viewed her as lower
than a dog, Jesus demonstrated this reality in his
kindness toward the woman taken in adultery.
Jesus said also that people and relationships are
more important than the wealth we can accumulate
here: "Do not lay up for yourselves treasures on
earth where moth and rust consume and where
thieves break through and steal. Lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven, for where your treasure is
there will your heart be also" (Matt. 6:19-21).
Paul had experienced this change of perspective.
All the things he had held so tightly he was willing
to turn loose when he discovered the ultimate value
of knowing Christ. Only in the knowledge of this
ultimate value could everything else be properly
evaluated. He could learn how to be thankful and
enjoy all the blessings of life; but he could still have
this joy and thankfulness even in difficult times
because he had found the deeper truths and meanings undergirding his life. You see him reveling in his
relationships not only with God but with his fellow
Christians who cared for him though miles separated
him from Philippi.
We too can learn the secret of the thankfulness
that comes from contentment if we will allow Christ
to change our perspective. When we once have the
firm standard of the ultimate value which is in Christ,
we are able to put everything else in our lives into its
proper place and ascribe to it its proper value. In
times of abundance, we can learn the joy of sharing.
We can learn to enjoy God's creation without allow
ing that creation to become our master; and in times
of adversity, we can learn to revel in our relationship
with God and with those people who are so dear to

us-in those relationships that are constant even
though physical circumstances change. That is the
secret of Paul's contentment.

GOD AS THE SOURCE OF SUSTAINING POWER
In Paul's life before Christ, his understanding of
God was that He was a hard God and a distant God.
Paul felt that he had to make himself good enough
before he could receive God's blessings. His concept of God's love was so inadequate that he believed God's love could only embrace those of his own
nation and only a relatively small segment within
that nation. But after he had met the Risen Christ,
Paul's perspective on who God is was changed. He
discovered in the Incarnate Christ that God is a God
rich in love and grace, who doesn't stand aloof from
humanity but will go to any limits and bear any cost
to share his love and expend his grace on us. He
learned that God's love and God's storehouse of
treasure was indeed broad enough to encompass all
of humanity, the Gentile as well as the Jew. This
change of perspective meant a radical change in life,
so vividly demonstrated in his becoming the apostle
to the Gentiles. Indeed as Paul wrote the Philippian
letter, he was in prison in Rome precisely because of
his faithfully standing for the right of the Gentiles to
enter the kingdom of God on equal footing with the
Jews.
Before he had met Christ, the sustaining power in
Paul's life was his ability to merit righteousness
under
the
law.
When
we look
at the
autobiographical section in Romans 7, we see what
despair that led to as Paul cried out, "Oh, wretched
man that I am, who will deliver me?" He could now
cry out in thanksgiving, "Than ks be to God th rough
Jesus Christ our Lord!" Moreover he could conclude
this letter to his Philippian friends with this confessional statement: "And my God will supply every
need of yours according to his riches in glory in
Christ Jesus."
We too can learn the secret of contentment that
Paul learned if we will allow Christ to change our
perspective of who God is as the source of our sustaining power. We can indeed be thankful when we
understand that we need not make ourselves good
enough to receive God's love or God's grace. We
can indeed be thankful and joyful when we find that
our source of power is not in our bank account or in
our stock portfolio, but rather in the undying love of
God and in the vast resources of his treasure house.
My friend Larry James, of Richardson, Texas, has
written an eloquent reflection on this section of
Philippians:
Inspiring

words, Paul. I'm not sure I'm
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able to relate to them based on my experiences in life to this point. I don't know
much of anything about being abased. I've
never been hungry for more than a few
hours at a time and always between meals.
Want is an unknown factor in my life.
On the other side of the coin, I'm convinced I don't know the secret of facing plenty
either. I enjoy more than plenty when it
comes to material wealth, abundance of
possessions and purchasing power, but I'm
not convinced I handle this blessedness very
well. In times of plenty, I enjoy consuming,
but the selfishness that abundance breeds is
frightening to me. And even in my abundance, I seem to vacillate between pleasure
and anxiety. I enjoy my wealth often as I
treat myself to more and more of the good
life, but I despise my affluence when I am
confronted with the needs of others who
know abasement and hunger like lifelong
friends. And in my dilemma it is easy to
despair. But Paul provides me hope beyond
the anxiety. How did he find contentment
no matter what his state? He simply gave up
everything to the Lordship of Jesus. He

ood

trusted in the Lord and he learned to depend
on relationships with brothers and sisters in

Christ.
In plenty, he praised Cod, never thinking
for a moment that the possessions at his
disposal belonged exclusively to him. He
recognized that it all came from Cod and it
all belonged to Cod and that he was entrusted with it to enjoy but not to allow these
things to become his master.
So, how do I handle plenty? Open my
tightly clenched fist and my button-down
heart and release my wealth to the Lord by
being willing to share out of my resources
with others in this process. I will be able to
identify with want, but at the same time
plenty will take on a brand new meaning.
In this Thanksgiving season, may we come a little
nearer the secret of contentment that Pau I experienced, contentment that can come only when
we are in Christ. When this happens, we like Paul
will only be able to cry out in benediction, "To our
God and Father be glory forever and ever. Amen."

ews! Celebration!

_______

By ROBERT M. RANDOLPH

Two years ago a friend returned from a Christmas sojourn at home lamenting that the worship
services she attended on Christmas Dav never even acknowledged it was Christmas. "At least,"
she noted, "I didn't have to hear a sermon on why we don't celebrate Christmas!" We laughed
because the experience is a common one in our tradition.
True to our Puritan origins, our churches often pay /iule attention to Christmas and Easter in
their worship calendar. One of the benefits of renewed interaction with Christian Churches and
the broader Restoration Movement is that we may discover again the meaning of these holidays.
Times change and if the burdensome observance of holy davs was offensive to our restorationist/reforrnationist ancestors, today in a world far more secular than sacred their absence is an
offense. In truth, we do observe Christmas, but it has become an orgy of materialism. Feeling
righteous because we have not done anything not mentioned in Scripture, we celebrate our
wealth and worship the Cod of materialism. It is painful to think of our churches ignoring the
opportunit)I lo speak of the Prince of Peace, Cod's gift to the world, at a time when those
around us are most open to hearing the Good News. What comfort it must be to those captured
by material pursuits to hear not a word from our communities of faith. We teach by our actions,
and it is clear that Santa Claus occupies a candy cross.
Better to risk that Cod is a legalist and celebrate Christmas in our churches. Use the Sundays
leading to Christmas to speak of what it really means. Cather together on Christmas Eve to sing
the carols of the season. In our family we have begun a month of evening devotionals, lighting a
white candle each week until at Christmas we light the roval purple candle celebrating Christ
come into the world. We celebrate in church; we celebrate at home. But always there is the
reminder that the gifts we share are made possible b)1 the great gift of Cod. And if there comes a
time when pomp and false worship weigh us down, then I 'II lead Llw chorus of those calling for
less observance. For now, however, I 'II take my chances and hope to hear ihe heaven Iv chorus
sing of peace on earth and goodwill to men. It sure beats the noise of the cash register!
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MISSION

Thoughts On The Role
of The Christian Scholar

If God is the source of all truth, then there is no inherent contradiction
between the ideal of free inquiry in the search for truth and the view that
God has revealed this truth to humankind. To the Christian, both faith and
scholarship are necessary to have an accurate and complete understanding
of our world.
By WI LUAM B. ADRIAN
rom the time Tertulian posed the question
F "What
indeed has Athens to do with Jerusalem?"
there has been a long series of attempts to define the
relationship of Christian faith and higher learning.
Tension has existed in the relationship and continues to pose a problem for Christian scholars
today. How does the Christian intellectual integrate
the heritage of Athens (the objective search for truth)
with that of Jerusalem (the Christian faith as revealed
in Scripture)? This paper is an attempt to address the
issue by reviewing its historical developments and
suggesting implications and opportunities for the
Christian today who lives, sometimes uncomfortably, in two worlds-the
world of faith and the
world of learning.

HISTORICAL TENSIONS
BETWEEN INTELLECT AND FAITH
The relationship has been defined in numerous
ways, usually in the form of a dichotomy: belief versus reason, faith versus learning, reason versus
revelation. While the question reflects a difference
in goals between the Greek ideal of objective
reasoning and the Christian ideal of faith, it is unfortunate that the two ideals become mutually exclusive in intellectual circles.
When Aristotelian thought challenged intellectuals in the medieval universities, the Church
William B. Adrian is Executive Vice President of Pepperdine University.
He is a member of the Mission Board of Trustees. This paper was
presented at the 1984 Christian Scholars' Conference at Abilene Christian
University.

responded in several ways. Initially, the writings of
Aristotle were banned from the universities. Subsequently, several scholars attempted to harmonize Christian and Aristotelian thought, the most
notable of whom was Thomas Aquinas. Finally, a
convenient separation was made between "natural"
order and "supernatural" order. It is this separation
that ultimately grew into a sharp dichotomy.
Throughout the middle ages, Christian intellectuals with the authority of the Church behind them
clearly exalted the realm of faith over objective
reasoning and the natural order. Anselm, one of the
leading intellectuals in the medieval university,
reflected the priorities when he stated, "I believe in
order that I may know. I do not know in order to
believe." He viewed faith as a controlling presupposition: "Faith precedes science, fixes its boundaries, and prescribes its conditions." Revelation, as
interpreted officially by the medieval Church, clearly
defined acceptable limits of intellectual thought,
placing issues of the natural order in a secondary
place to those of the spiritual or supernatural order.
To be sure, there were thinkers who challenged the
tenets of Church; but its authority was absolute, and
dissenters were called into line, banned, or martyred.
Separation of the realms of faith and reason
seemed a convenient way to satisfy intellectuals of
all persuasions as it allowed those thinkers working
in the natural sphere to continue their work without
much interference as long as they did not challenge
a specific church doctrine. At the same time the
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dichotomy also seemed to protect faith by declaring
it out of bounds to analytic reasoning. At the time of
the Reformation, the faith/reason dichotomy was
clearly established, and the ground rules for
operating in both spheres were defined. Faith and
revelation were distinct from reason and natural order. As scientific thought emerged, natural reason
became associated with it, while revelation became
assocciated with "super" naturalism.
With the coming of the Enlightenment and its em-

The Christian scholar has the obligation to
be a generalist in the sense of cultivating
the ability to connect disciplines to each
other and to the broader purposes of God
in the world.
phasis on reason, nature, and science, the dominant
role of the Christian intellectual began to erode.
Sinee that period the Christian scholar has been on
the defensive and has seen his place in intellectual
thought so diminished that it is a barely heard
minority voice in the higher learning of today. Indeed, there are a number of intellectuals who
question whether traditional
Christian presuppositions should even be permitted a hearing in
current intellectual thought. The effects of the
Enlightenment have been a greater challenge to
traditional Christian thought than perhaps any other
historical development.
The history of higher education in the United
States reveals a continuing failure to integrate successfully the worlds of faith and reason. Attempts to
address the problem have led to two extremes; a
reaction against Enlightenment thought or total accommodation to its presuppositions, both of which
have been unsuccessful when measured by the
principle of historic Christianity. Since the Christian
scholar stands in the same relationship to scholarship generally as the Christian college or university
stands in relationship to higher education, a review
of the colleges' early attempts in this country to wed
faith and scholarship can assist in understanding the
problem today.

EARLYATTEMPTS TO INTEGRATE
FAITH AND REASON
Harvard was founded to avoid leaving "an
illiterate ministry to the churches when our present
ministers shall lie in the dust." Yet it was a relatively
short period of time before Harvard strayed from its
orthodox Puritan roots and subsequently severed its
ties with the Christian faith. Hofstadter reflects on
the rapid shift from orthodoxy when he states,
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It may seem at first blush a startling paradox
that Harvard College founded in a community so dedicated to the enforcement of
religious unity, should have become the
university that for three centuries held the
leading position for liberality of thought in
American higher education. The historical
developments that produced this paradox
give the early history of Harvard a special
significance for our story: for the seeds of
Harvard liberalism were actually planted
with Puritanism itself, and sprouted not long
after the first generation of American
Puritans had passed on to their rewards. (p.
81)

The Puritans sought to blend rational thought, piety,
and scholarship in the new institution which they
founded; but their sectarian attempts to build a doctrinal wall around the college were bound for
failure. Thus the efforts of the Enlightenment quickly
eroded Puritan orthodoxy. The assumed dichotomy
of faith and reason, inherited from centuries before,
hastened the movement away from orthodoxy when
it began.
The founding fathers of Harvard were reactionary
initially against other Christian groups while at the
same time seeking to accommodate
faith and
reason. The early sectarian stance of the college was
evident in a multitude of doctrines that separated it
from other groups as a mighty bulwark against the
theological intrusion: yet as these doctrines began to
fall to the challenges of reason and freedom of conscience, the entire spectrum of Puritan orthodoxy
collapsed as a house of cards.
Henry Dunster, the first designated president of
the fledgling college, had to leave his position as
president when he, as a matter of conscience,
refused to submit his fourth child for baptism,
denying the doctrine of infant baptism. He was accused further of being caught in "the snares of
Anabaptism"
(Hofstadter). Initial doctrinal battles
were fought on the common ground of faith; but as
these battles raged, the Christian faith itself was
slowly undermined by the uncritical acceptance of
many ideas emanating from the Enlightenment.
As the Puritans watched Harvard depart from their
traditions, they attempted again to integrate orthodoxy and learning by establishing Yale College.
Thus, Yale came into existence partly as a reaction
against Harvard's movement away frorn Puritan orthodoxy. In an attempt to assure orthodoxy the ten
original trustees of Yale were clergymen, and all of
their successors were required to be Connecticut
ministers who were at least forty years of age (Hofstadter, page 136). It was curious logic which
assumed that having ministers in control of the

College would assure its orthodoxy in perpetuity. In
reality, ministers and theologians were instrumental
in leading Yale, as Harvard, away from orthodoxy.
As these early colleges moved away from their roots,
theologians had a diminishing influence on scholarship. Yet in the development of church-related
higher education in this country,
intellectual
movements within theology had a profound effect
on the institutions and the scholars within them.
Theologians became the heirs of liberalism; and in

With the coming of the f nlightenment and
its emphasis on reason, nature, and
science, the dominant role of the Christian
intellectual began to erode. Since that
period the Christian scholar has been on
the defensive and has seen his place in intellectual thought so diminished that it is a
barely heard minority voice in the higher
learning of today.
an attempt to recast Christian faith into modern
thought, they accommodated the presuppositions of
the Enlightenment.
By the early nineteenth century, the influence of
theologians was diminishing
rapidly in higher
education. The influence of the German ideal of the
university which began to be felt at this time
hastened the demise of the once prominent role of
the theologian within the university. As thousands of
Americans went to Germany in the 1800s for advanced higher education, they adopted the German
ideals of Wissenschaft (original scientific investiga(freedom of the professor),
tion), Leh rfreiheit
and Lernfreiheit
(freedom of the learner); this
marked a significant turning point in American
higher education. The German university, including
its methods and ideals of scholarship, had one of the
most significant and pervasive effects on the
development of the higher learning in America.
Theologians, as well as other scholars, accepted the
German ideal which was built on a rigorous application of Enlightenment thought and scientific
methodology.
This tide of intellectual thought
thoroughly
engulfed the higher learning, and
traditional Christian faith not only diminished in importance, but became suspect as having a legitimate
role in higher education. Many theologians were
adept at breaking down what they believed to be
misconceptions of religion, but in many cases their
effectiveness in building or replacing Christian faith
was questionable. In some cases, their work contributed to a departure from denorni national

traditions, while in others, to a departure from the
Christian faith. In their desire to shun pietism and
make religion intellectual, there was a tendency to
discard Christian beliefs along with pietism.
A landmark study of church-related
higher
education, sponsored by the Danforth Foundation
and completed in 1966, reflected the theological
shambles of the Christian faith within these institutions. The study, conducted by Manning Pattillo
and Donald MacKenzie, revealed that the basic
problem
of the church-related
college was
theological: "The shifting sands of religious faith
today provide
an uncertain
foundation
for
religiously oriented educational programs. Our
proposals for action do not-indeed,
cannot-solve
this central problem" (Pattillo, p. 5). The role of the
Christian scholar was in the same disarray religiously
as these colleges.
The authors of the study categorized the churchrelated colleges into three major areas, the first of
which contained the large majority of the colleges
and was labeled as "non-affirming"
institutions,
reflecting a loose and vaguely defined religious
orientation. Little attention was paid to religion
within these colleges. A second category was
labeled the "defender of the faith" colleges in which
administators, students, and faculty were committed
to a particular denominational,
if not sectarian,
tradition. These fundamental colleges, while a
relatively small group, were reactive against
dominant intellectual thought and served a custodial
function for their particular denomination. The third
and smallest category in the Pattillo study was the
"free Christian college," which was attempting to integrate successfully the realms of faith and learning.
Pattillo saw in this type of college an attempt to
break down the dichotomy between faith and
reason while still maintaining a Christian commitment. Most of its faculty shared its religious purposes
and considered them to be important in the life of
the college. Students were attracted by the dual emphasis on academic excellence and religious
vitality" (Pattillo, p. 194).
In the free Christian college Pattillo was looking
for a type of institution in which Christian faith and
higher learning were not only compatible, but well
integrated. However, there were only a handful of
th is type of institution, and the confusion evident
among church--related colleges was a reflection of
the confusion and lack of consensus among
Christian scholars.
The Christian scholar in modern times has
inherited a most unfortunate legacy: the faith/reason
dichotorny, which places at odds Christian faith and
higher learning. Living in both worlds, the Christian
scholar is challenged to integrate and legitimize
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these worlds within a consistent philosophical
framework. If God is the source of all truth, then
there is no inherent contradiction between the ideal
of free inquiry in the search for truth and the view
that God has revealed this truth to humankind. To
the Christian, both faith and scholarship are
necessary to have an accurate and complete understanding of our world.
Attempts by Christian scholars to accommodate or
to challenge the ideas which characterized the
Enlightenment have not served well the historic
Christian faith. Yet excesses of the Enlighten ment
have created problems for the higher learning itself
and made its prevailing philosophy increasingly
vulnerable to challenge from Christian scholars. The
most successful intellectual challenge to the excesses of the Enlightenment has been waged in
1
modern times by Karl Barth. While this writer s
knowledge of Barth is limited, the effects of his ideas
on current theological and intellectual thought is
evident. Bernard Ramm s recent book entitled After
1

Fundamentalism:

The Future of Evangelical Theology

views Barth as the most significant critic of the
Enlightenment, while at the same time building on
valid ideas in the Enlightenment with the purpose of
integrating modern learning and the historic Christian faith. According to Ramm,
Barth is a child of the Enlightenment wherever it represents true learning and genuine
progress in knowledge. He is a severe critic
of the Enlightenment and its pretensions to
final truth, to its perfect harmony with reason, and its criticism of orthodox Christianity. He lets the proud waves of the Enlightenment roll, but he marks a firm, clear line
where they must stop. (Ramm, p. 14)
Barth was equally critical of conservative Christian
theologians and leveled many criticisms against the
defenders of orthodox theology, accusing them of
11
obscurantism 1 11 the denial of the validity of modern
learning. What did Rarnm learn from a careful study
of Barth s theology?
1

I learned that to capitulate to the Enlightenment as liberal theology did is to betray the
Christian faith. I learned that to ignore the
Enlightenment and gloss over the problems
it raised is to engage in obscurantism. Furthermore I learned that obscurantism is a
losing strategy in the modern world.
(Ramm, p.
1

According to Ramm, Barth s method of integrating
modern learning and historic Christian faith 11 is the
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most consistent paradigm for evangelical theolog/
(Ramm, 18). While theological debates over Barth 1 s
ideas will be waged for years to come, he has
opened up a vista for the Christian scholar which
promises the possibility of a renewed presentation of
orthodox Christianity in the modern world of higher
learning.
Barth 1 s criticism of the excesses of the Enlightenment are proving to be increasingly cogent, and
these excesses provide a new opportunity both for
the Christian scholar and the Christian university.
The spiritual state of the higher learning is in chaos,
and growing numbers of critics both inside and outside the Christian faith recognize it. The Christian
scholar has the opportunity and responsibility to
speak effectively to and within the higher learning
by relating
the
presuppositions
of
historic
Christianity in a credible and persuasive way to
students and colleagues as well.
The prevailing philosophy of higher education
today is summarized well by John Brubacher in his
recent book entitled On the Philosophy of Higher
11
Education. In his closing chapter on The University
11
as a Church
Brubacher indicates that the universities have become a type of secularized church, in
which authority has shifted from ecclesiastical to the
universal company of scholars
(Brubacher, p.
129). He cites Dewe/s claim that knowledge is
sacred and that intelligence is more legitimate as the
source and object of faith than any completed
revelation. What binds scholars together is the unity
they have in the "process of seeking knowledge
rather than in any common body of knowledge or
any overarching purpose. Salvation is thus assured
by the acquisition and application of knowledge
(Brubacher, p. 133).
While this is an accurate description of the
philosophical underpinnings of the modern university, it also explains why there is confusion and lack
of coherence in the enterprise. Brubacher noted
several weaknesses in the community of scholars.
He identified a need for and a lack of a unifying
principle or deeper unity within the university and
little interest among faculties in ... holistic integration. Scholars have come to master only pieces of
knowledge, not the whole,, (Brubacher, p. 132). He
also recognized a void in the area of values, when
he stated, Unfortunately values seem to have been
obscured by the prevailing emphasis on science.
The pursuit of scientific objectivity, .. has denigrated
values of a source of error (p. 134).
The problems of specialization, the lack of unity
and the confusion of values in the higher learning
1
have been noted by numerous authors. Clark Kerr s
use of the term multiversit/
was a recognition that
the university indeed had lost any unifying principle,
11

11

11

11

11

11
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and he likened the modern multiversity to the
United Nations in which coexistence, rather than
unity, was the best that could be hoped for (Kerr, p.
36).

CHALLENGES FOR
MODERN CHRISTIAN SCHOLARS
Thus, many problems of the modern university
can be traced to the excesses of the Enlightenment;
and they are becoming more and more evident to
secular as well as Christian scholars. It is naive to
expect higher education to adopt Christian presuppositions; but the Christian intellectual is needed to
provide a corrective voice within the higher learning, to show the limitations of "secular" faith, and
to express and reaffirm the validity of the Christian
faith within higher education. The challenge to the
Christian scholar is to be true to the legitimate
demands of both faith and scholarship. There are
several ways in which Christian scholars can make
significant contributions to the higher learning.
They can affirm the integration of knowledge and
truth. God is the author of truth and there is unity in
that truth. "There is one God and Father of all, who
is over all and through all and in all." This suggests
relationships
among
disciples,
rather
than
fragmentation,
and the need to go beyond
specialization to a broader perspective. Pelikan indicated that "the Christian intellectual has a special
responsibility to cultivate a depth that is more than
specialization and a breadth that is more than dilettantism" (Pelikan, p. 125).
The great danger of specialization according to
Pelikan is that specialists become "so preoccupied
with their own research that the appearance of
demonic forces in the culture escapes their notice or
does not seem to be their concern" (Pelikan, p.
117). This is reinforced by the record of the German
universities during the rise of Fascism. The German
model of scholarship, which was the envy of the
world, was voiceless in preventing evil from poisoning the society. Albert Einstein looked to the universities to defend freedom, but was disappointed that
they were quickly silenced. The record of the
German university and the German intellectual in
preserving freedom and integrity was unimpressive;
and the problem can be explained, at least in part,
by the lack of an integrated view of truth and
knowledge. The Christian scholar has the obligation
to be a generalist in the sense of cultivating the
ability to connect disciplines to each other and to
the broader purposes of God in the world.
The Christian intellectual must depart from secular
scholarship when it insists on a naturalistic world
view in its approach to knowledge and truth. The
Christian is clearly on the side of revelation, tran-

scendence, and the supernatural and in opposition
to naturalism when it becomes a religion. According
to Anshen, "modern man is threatened by a world
created by himself. He is faced with a conversion of
mind to naturalism, a dogmatic secularism and an
opposition to the belief in the transcendent"
(Pelikan, p. 7). Many modern theologians have reinforced and accepted the false dichotomy between
faith and learning in an attempt to accommodate the
presuppositions of modern intellectual thought.
Thus, Ernest Renan spoke for many theologians
when he asserted that "absolute faith is incompatible with sincere history" (Pelikan, p. 106). What
Buttrick calls the "cult of objectivity" (Buttrick, p. 7)
assumes that objectivity and commitment cannot

The history of higher education in the
United States reveals a continuing failure
to integrate successfully the worlds of faith
and reason.
exist side by side and further that a secular approach
to scholarship is the only way to insure objectivitiy.
Recently, however, it has been recognized by an
increasing number of scholars that objectivity is
always conditioned within a context of belief and
commitments and that the more serious problem
threatening objectivity is the lack of awareness of
presuppositions of the part of the scholar. Pelikan
indicated that there is a "growing recognition that
there is no such thing as an uninterpreted fact and
therefore an exegesis free of presuppositions is impossible ... " (Pelikan, pp. 107-108). It is ironic that
Christian scholars who operated within the context
of historic Christian faith and were perceived as
narrow and unenlightened for doing so are now
issuing a challenge to the prevailing assumption of
scientism and its closed philosophical system.
Ramm views Barth as a key figure in challenging
the assumptions of the scientific world view:
As a child of the Enlightenmenc he recognizes the development and legitimacy of
modern scientific history: yet he defends the
substantial truth of the resurrection narratives. As a child of the Enlightenment, he
knows that we live in a scientific culture and
enjoy its technological fruit: yet he scolds
the scientists when they convert their
science into world view. (Ramm, p. 16).
Barth rejected the relativism of liberal theologians,
who interpret faith from a scientific world view,
while he stood firmly in the Enlightenrnent
traditions. Faith and learning cannot be separated,
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and Christian scholarship can accommodate the
legitimate demands of modern scholarship without
accepting the limited world view of many modern
scholars.
One of the most important areas of involvement of
the Christian scholar is that of values. Ambiguity
over values and moral commitments is a commonly
recognized shortcoming of modern higher education, and there are few promising developments
to address this issue in most colleges and universities. There is a need to show how Christian values
are essential to the health of higher learning and
the society that supports it. The "value free" notion
of much modern scholarship should be challenged,
and the moral and ethical absolutes of the Christian
faith ought to be in the vanguard of Christian
scholarship.
The Christian scholar can best integrate faith and
learning by accepting the biblical concept of
"vocation."
The Christian
calling
in higher
education is not just to an institution, a job, or a
discipline, but reflects a broader purpose. The
Christian is called to be a witness to the world and to
share that calling with others. The doctrine of
vocation declares that "the fu Ilest possible actualization of the potential in the talents and endowments of each individual is not merely a means
of fulfilling personal ambition, but an instrument for
obeying and glorifying God" (Pelikan, p. 118). The
result will be the highest quality of thought and
scholarship emanating from the Christian scholar.
This will be reflected in model behavior for both
students and colleagues. Serving only a custodial
function, whether it be to a discipline or to a church,
will severly inhibit the vision of Christian vocation.

Nuclear War
The articles on nuclear war in the
July issue were well done and appropriate as this past summer marked
the fortieth year of the age of nuclear
weapons. But not only is this the fortieth year that nuclear weapons have
been in existence, it is also the fortieth
year since the last global war. A lot of
believers work on systems that are integral to the nuclear defense of the
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The demands and expectations on the Christian
scholar are great indeed-nothing
short of the
ultimate of relating the mind of Christ to the
Christian vocation of scholarship. As a professional,
a scholar, and a reformer, the Christian must bring
good news and hope to the community of scholars.
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West, and many of us believe that
there is a direct correlation between
our work and these forty years without
global conflict. We also believe that
those who are "prepared to live
without nuclear weapons 11 had better
be prepared to live with global war
and lots of it. As observed by Norris
Bradbury, a former director of the Los
the
Alamos National Laboratory, 11 •••
whole
object
of
making
these
weapons is not to kill people but to
provide time for somebody to find
other ways to solve these problems. 11
As frightening as nuclear war may
be, perhaps equally frightening is the
abysmal ignorance that exists between
the people of the Soviet Empire and
the people of the West. As evidenced
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by KAL 007 attack, the suppression of
Solidarity, the attempted assassination
of the Pope, the censorship of
Sakharov,
etc.,
great differences
separate us in political philosophy. So
in my opinion, there is a severe need
for increased communication between
the people of the Soviet and of the
West and AT THE GRASSROOTS
LEVEL. Therein may be an opportunity
for Christendom. Simply put, the best
hope for peace may not lie in Christian
polity,
but
in
Christian
communication. In fact, it may be the only
hope.
Bill Buzbee
Los Alamos, New Mexico
(continued

on p. 23)

Response To
''Thoughts on the Role
of the Christian Scholar"

The underlying issue is not the integration of faith and reason; that has
already happened. Rather, the issue is to recognize that the Christian
worldview is one among many and that every system demands both faith
and reason. Our task as Christian scholars is to rise above the efforts of
those
. who would have us believe that Christian faith is an inferior worldv,ew.
By KATHYJ. PULLEY
ertullian's question "What indeed has Athens to
do with Jerusalem?" is an interesting one. Who
would have suspected that the Athenians' classical
worldview would decline, while over in the smaller
city of Jerusalem another kind of history was taking
form-one
which outlasted Athens--a holy history.
As Dr. Adrian notes, the worldview of Athens paid a
great deal of attention to intellectualism and the expansion of the human being in every way; yet, in
Jerusalem attention was paid to the expansion of
faith, faith in Yahweh and later faith in Jesus Christ.
As Christian faith became dominant in the Roman
Empire, Athens and Jerusalem became much more
integrated. Institutional Christianity emerged, and
with it emerged an institutional Christian faith which
prevailed throughout the Middle Ages. However, as
Adrian points out, this particular Christian faith did
not withstand the test of time. It was eventually
replaced by the faith of the Enlightenment and
secularism.
When faith in the Enlightenment emerged, a new
kind of tension developed between that faith and
traditional Christian faith. The new Athens and
Jerusalem were believed to be incompatible; one
could not retain faith in both. This dichotomy continues to be felt even today; however, intellectualism itself is compatible with Christian faith and it
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Kathy J. Pulley, a candidate for the Ph.D. degree at Boston University, will
be doing research in England during the coming year. She is a member of
the Mission Board of Trustees. This response lo Dr. Adrian's paper was
also given at the 1985 Christian Scholars' Conference at Abilene Christian
University.

always has been. The New Testament records that
Paul could go to Athens and talk about his faith, using intellectual language, to the philosophers on
Mars Hill.
One thing we must recognize: the former
represents a worldview, whereas the latter functions
as an instrument to discuss a worldview.
must disagree fundamentally

with one aspect of

I Adrian's thesis: The underlying issue is not the integration of faith and reason; that has already happened. Rather, the issue is to recognize that the
Christian worldview is one among many and that
every system demands both faith and reason. Our
task as Christian scholars is to rise above the efforts
of those who would have us believe that Christian
faith is an inferior worldview and must be made
compatible with other worldviews. Christianity will
always fall short of Enlightenment faith when efforts
are made to merge it with secularism, because
worldviews by their very nature are unique and incompatible.
For example,
proving
the existence
of a
creator-not
to speak of a personal Cod-is very different from proving the existence of material objects. The latter is done by objective analysis,
whereas the former lies beyond the scope of such
analysis. In the West, the challenge is not faith
against reason. It is the challenge of the Christian
worldview against the more prevailing worldview of
Enlightenment faith.
With this presupposition in mind let me now focus_
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on what I perceive to be a major weakness and a
major strength in the content of the paper.
!though Mr. Adrian's intent is to give the reader

a concise and general historical overview of the
A
informaissue, he fails to assimilate all the
relevant

tion. The paper does not mention nor deal with
critical issues of the twentieth century which continue to have a direct impact on the Christian
scholar's approach to conflicting worldviews today.
At least three such critical issues are outstanding.
Critical
Issue 1: How does the ModernistFundamentalist controversy of the early twentieth
century affect our views about Christian faith and intellectualism today?
Enlightenment and Christian faith clashed before
the twentieth century, but it was only after the
famous Scopes Trial that Fundamentalism began
to be ridiculed and an anti-intellectualism began to
emerge from many conservative religious groups. As
we are well aware, this anti-intellectual trend continues to exist in many churches and church-related
institutions. One responsibility the Christian scholar
may have is to be sensitive to those who are still fearful, while remaining committed to the pursuit of
truth.
Critical Issue 2: Adrian mentioned that Karl Barth
may have some significant contributions to make to
conservative theology today and that raises a second
question: What do the Neo-orthodox theologians,
specifically Karl Barth, have to contribute to the
challenge being discussed?
Karl Barth is regaining credibility among conservative theologians and Bernard Ramm's new book is
an indication of this. Barth's writings challenged
both the liberals and the conservatives of the 1920s,
but what "paradigm for evangelical theology" does
Barth offer that is relevant? Although Adrian fails to
answer this question, he does raise an interesting
possibility: all theology, both liberal, conservative,
and that in-between, may provide us with critical
links between Enlightenment's
rationalism and
Christian faith.
It is crucial to reconsider the importance of the
theologian
within
the context
of struggling
worldviews. Someone has mentioned during this
conference that it is important that we not react too
much to all the cultural shifts of today, and I would
agree. But I suggest that much of who and what we
are today is a result of a very extreme reaction to the
issues of the 1920s. Perhaps it is time that we not only start doing theology but that we also look back
to all those theologians, both liberal and conservative, who seriously struggled over the issues of
liberalism and orthodoxy. Theologians like Barth,
Brunner, and Niebuhr may have more adequately
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assessed the ramifications of Enlightenment faith for
the twentieth century than any other group.
Critical Issue 3: How does the resurgence of
secularization in the post-World War II period affect
Christian scholarship today?
Adrian refers to the Brubacher study of 1966 to indicate that the University itself has been considerably altered as it has come to play the role of a
secularized church.
This is true, but he fails to note that the role of the
University shifted after World War II. The new
secularized role is directed toward research and production, whereas the pre-World War II role, which
goes further back then even our English heritage,
was directed toward character building. 1 Before
World War II the primary function of a university
was to establish a sense of values within the society.
The Brubacher study points out what the implications of this secular shift have meant; but it fails to
recognize that until the very mission of the University itself is challenged to an actual return to its preWorld War II philosophy, there can be little expectation for the value-less void to be filled. This is not to
deny validity of research. Both are essential. Perhaps
the Christian scholar can be the voice which calls
the University back to being what it was originally intended to be.
Many of the problems which the Christian scholar
faces today are relatively new problems. They do
not have a long history behind them, nor are they
immutable. A survey of the historical development
of the challenge between the faith of Christianity and
that of the Enlighten ment shows that carefu I attention must be paid to the twentieth century, because
it is only within our own century that Enlightenment
faith has been actualized and its assumptions accepted as facts among the general populus.
urning now to the strengths of Adrian's paper:
the thesis and insights which he brings to the
topic are extremely valuable and merit considerable
attention by all who are concerned with higher
education. The last section of his paper concerning
implications of such thought upon the contemporary Christian is especially relevant and practical.
I would like to respond specifically to the last implication he suggests and the one I believe to be the
strongest. He says, "The Christian scholar can best
integrate faith and learning by accepting the biblical
concept of 'vocation."'
I like the use of the word
"calling."
It reflects the belief that a Christian
scholar retains a dynamic relationship with Cod. Being a scholar and/or a teacher in the custodial and
utilitarian sense of the word is not enough for the
Christian.
Bryan Wilson, a British sociologist, has said that a
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teacher's role in a society is a very unique one.
Whereas doctors may turn persons into patients and
lawyers may turn individuals into clients, the
educator must turn students into whole persons.2 If
this is the ideal task for all teachers, then it is certainly to be expected that Christian scholars will take
their vocation just as seriously. The task of making
students into whole persons will most likely involve

modeling.
Robert Bellah commented in his Nobel Lectures at
Harvard in 1982 that the best way to begin the task
of reforming the University is through teaching; and
more important than the curriculum
is to find
teachers who are not so overly specialized that they
can't handle a tough question-a religious question,
a question of ultimate meaning. 3 Those of us involved in Christian scholarship must not shy away from
this aspect of our vocational task.
It is on this very point that our Christian worldview
becomes so critical. Bellah states that,
... the university has been the missionary
outpost for the propagation of a modern
worldview ....
It is time we honestly accepted the fact that we are a missionary
enterprise and we are peddling a specific
worldview and take responsibility for that
fact. 4
As Christian scholars, do we not also have a responsibility to be aware of what worldview we "peddle,"
both by our verbal responses and our silences?
Our vocation calls us to solid scholarship, to be
motivated always to seek truth, to cultivate a spirit of
inquiry both in ourselves and in others. It also calls
us to be models of Christian principles. When prophetic judgments are needed, we respond; when
reform is necessary, we are willing to be agents for
change; and when Christian faith demands translation into praxis, we accept the responsibility of being

translators.
To conclude, I suggest that instead of comparing
the current challenge which Christianity faces

(Mission, continued

from p. 77)

Baptists are drinking and dancing again, so are we.
We need not belabor the point. Suffice it to say
that at almost every point where Churches of Christ
have confronted cultural values and prejudices in
the last few decades, culture has won. The results of
this are not always bad; but if our mode of operation
is simply to bow to the prevailing winds of culture,

against other worldviews to the faith of Jerusalem,
perhaps we should use Antioch as our model. Antioch assertively and aggressively accepted the
challenge of taking its worldview
through the
Roman Empire.
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we should be ashamed to claim credit even for the
good.
Can our churches be called away from this
spiritual default to a theologically and spiritually
serious mission? Can we in the Churches of Christ be
persuaded to participate more consciously and
more fully in the social, eschatological, and cosmic
mission of God's Church?
"..--··"-"--····-·
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Doctrinal Reflections

n the Mission of the
Churches of Christ

At almost every point where Churches of Christ have confronted cultural
values and prejudices in the last few decades, culture has .won. But if our
mode of operation is simply to bow to the prevailing winds of culture, we
should be ashamed to claim credit even for the good.
By LYNN E. MITCHELL, JR.
nswering the question

"What

is the mission

A of the Church?" is a broad assignment and a difficult undertaking to say the least. It boggles my own
theological confidence. For our purposes, however,
we must first narrow the question to the more relevant question for us, i.e., "What should be the mission of Churches of Christ?" Since the Church is
much broader than those churches denominated
"Churches of Christ," to consider the Church's mission would involve analysis of and judgments about
issues ranging from the pronouncements of bishops
to the witness of peace churches and advocates of
the simple life-style. Since we in Churches of Christ
have no bishops' conferences, and are certainly not
peace churches nor people of the simple life, our
mission has been defined for us in other ways.
Issues upon which Catholic bishops pronounce
and to which peace churches witness are often not
even discussable among Churches of Christ. Issues
which are life and death matters to earth's people
and, in fact, impinge upon the well-being of every
living creature (abortion, ecology, the arms race,
euthanasia, peace, etc.) are evidently matters of less
than secondary importance among Churches of
Christ.
I use the expression "less than secondary" ad··
visedly. Obviously for anyone who confesses Jesus
as Lord, these are in a sense secondary to the
primary task of proclaiming the Gospel of Jesus
Christ. About this we are in agreement with both
Catholic bishops and Mennonite pacifists. Where
we stand virtually alone, however, is in finding no
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way among our churches to relate these "secondary" issues to the Gospel which we preach. This
leads some to inquire, "What kind of gospel is it that
you preach which has nothing to do with the life and
death issues facing all of God's creatures?"
o we have a mission other than "saving souls"?

D Once a soul is saved, what does he or she do
then? What, in other words, are we saving souls for?
Does it make any difference to God's world that a
soul is saved? Is a "saved soul" of no earthly good,
having as its only mission to die and go to heaven?
That seems to be the message of much of our singing, praying, and preaching.
It was not always that way. Churches in the early
days of our movement seemed to have thought
"saving souls" involved more than providing postmortem fire insurance. Most of our early folks
thought being a Christian involved at least a simple
lifestyle and avoidance of extravagant dress and conspicuous consumption. Many of them assumed that
it involved at least an anti-war and anti-slavery
stance. A good portion of our "Restorationist"
forebears would have conformed
to the type
described by H. Richard Niebuhr as "Christ against
Culture" (Christ and Culture, Harper and Row,
1951). Th is type radically rejects any claims by
culture on the Christian's loyalty. Now there is a
theologically respectable mission-one you can sink
your teeth into. It takes gutsy people who are serious
about their confession to be counted as partisans of
"Christ against Culture." To say "to hell with
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culture" in the name of Christ is surely better than
saying nothing. We have had elders shot by military
authority and preachers imprisoned by civil courts
back when we had peace churches among
us-when
some members of Churches of Christ
were prepared to die rather than support the war
machines of their own nation or give in to the waste
and sinful ostentation of their own society. These
were folks who were committed to obeying God
rather than men-folks
like Elias Smith, Barton W.
Stone, Racoon John Smith, Tolbert Fanning, Benjamin Franklin, David Lipscomb.
This is not the only one of Niebuhr's types our
people have fit, however. We have never been in
the position politically or culturally to fit the "Christ
above Culture" type. That type is represented by the
grand synthesis of faith and culture of the Catholic
Middle Ages. We will have to leave that to the
Catholics. And we have never had a profound
enough doctrine of sin to fit the "Christ and Culture
in Paradox" type. This type does not seek to deny
culture completely, but it stands always in serious
tension with culture and all its sinful pretensions. It is
the Lutherans who hold the field there.
hat just leaves two of Niebuhr's

types, i.e.,

T "Christ Transforming Culture" and the "Christ of
Culture." Niebuhr does not, of course, mention
Alexander Campbell; but there cannot be a more
striking example of "Christ Transforming Culture"
than Campbell's millenium which was to be brought
about by the restoration of "the ancient order of
things." His "restoration"
movement eventually
turned into a collection of sects and denominations
doing different things for different reasons. But it was
originally envisioned by Campbell to be an efficient
means for transforming all Christians into members
of one restored, apostolic church, thereby transforming America into the launching pad of the
millenium,
and, ultimately,
transforming
the
kingdoms of this world into the Kingdom of our Lord
and of His Christ (Rev. 1 J :15).
This is another rnission our people have envisioned-a vision worthy of a great rnovement. It is a
vision which attempts to transcend sectarian bounds
while retaining what is good in the sectarian. It sees
God at work in the world to redeem the whole of
creation and restore it to Himself. The only problem
with Campbell's scheme, like all other millenial
schemes of the period, is that it did not happen as he
expected it to happen. It suffered the common fate
of utopian dreams, a suffocating death at the hands
of subsequent history. So his "Restoration Movement" had to go back to the drawing board.
The visions of mission which have succeeded
Campbell's have not been nearly so grand. From the

vision of bringing all Christians and then all things into the great unity of the millenium, many in the
movement moved to a seriously truncated version of
that vision, i.e., a vision of exhorting, arguing, and
debating Baptists and Methodists into all coming
over to the "True Church" (namely us). The proliferation of jangling sects within the movement and
the sectarian assumption of absolute and exclusive
possession of truth by each of the sects resulted in
the most complete betrayal of Campbell's vision that
can be imagined.
Others, not quite so sectarian or self-destructive,
mounted various movements of missionary activity,
based on a broader vision of the Church's mission to
bring Christ to the world or the world to Christ.
Since the sixties the foreign mission vision has
waned, having been largely replaced by a variety of
visions for the mission of the Churches of Christ. Intellectual and scholarly renewal, spiritual and worship renewal, church growth, new evangelism
styles, success and "feeling good about yourself"
philosophies, various kinds of charismatic activity
and personal piety: all of these have arisen as visions, but none of them has taken hold of the churches in such a way as to produce a consensus on our
mission. We have even lately had fitful attempts to
produce a social conscience among Churches of
Christ. There have arisen faint calls for a simple
lifestyle and opposition to conspicuous consumption. Incredibly, there are actually tangible signs of
the commitment of some to real flesh-and-blood
unity among the various strands of the Restoration
Movement and (dare we hope?) beyond.
ut is it not realistic to suggest that none of

Bthese options for mission has taken on life within
the vast body of our membership? Are we not, instead, by reason of having no consensus of mission,
one of the more unlikely yet conspicuous examples
of Niebuhr's
remaining category? Are we not
representatives of the "Christ of Culture"?
For us, this is the Christ of public decency, middleclass mores, private
enterprise,
conservative
political theory, success, and the American dream.
We move with the times, though it may take us a
while to realize that the times have moved. What is
radical and liberal today may be conservative tomorWhen the
row. So we will accept it fully-tomorrow.
Methodists substituted grape juice for wine in the
Lord's Supper, we were not far behind. We want to
be as decent as other religious folks in town. When
the Baptists rejected dancing, so did we. When decent local folks rejected black membership in their
churches, so did we. When they let blacks in, we
followed right behind. Now that the Methodists and
(continued on page 75)
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The Bitburg affair
simply tore open old
wounds and disrupted
the healing process
that had been going on
for four decades.

PRESIDENT REA AN AND V-E AY
PLUS RTYYEARSIN ERMANY
By RICHARD V. PIERARD
few months have passed since the commemo-

A ration of the fortieth anniversary of V-E Day, the
end of World War II in Europe on May 8, 1945. It
was a moving experience to be in Germany during
this time of remembrance and reflection on the
tragic events of a half-century ago which ruined a
once proud and prosperous nation, and I have
thought much about the things I observed there. It
was painfully obvious that Germans were in a quandary over the ceremonies, because it was anything
but easy to celebrate one's own defeat with the victors. For some, V-E Day meant national catastrophe,
capitulation, and the permanent division of their
country. Others viewed it as the liberation from the
Hitler dictatorship and Nazi tyranny, the opportunity for a fresh start. But, then, those in the latter
category were faced with the very practical difficulty
of how, when, where, and with whom to celebrate
the occasion.
The whole matter was enormously complicated by
President Ronald Reagan's state visit to West Germany during the week before V-E Day plus forty. It
was intended to underline and strengthen German-

Richard V. Pierard is Professor of History at Indiana State University,
Terre Haute, Indiana.
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American friendship; but because the itinerary included a stop at a German military cemetery which
contained the graves of 49 Waffen-SS soldiers, the
projected trip evoked a storm of criticism in the
United States that was unprecedented
in his
presidency. The painful situation was only made
worse when Alfred Dregger, the leader of the Christian Democratic Union party in the West Germany
parliament, released the text of a letter he had written to the fifty-three U.S. senators who had publicly
asked Mi·. Reagan to cancel the cemetery visit. Dregger declared that on the last day of the war he had
been fighting against the Soviets in Silesia and that
his brother had been killed on the Eastern Front in
1944; hence he regarded the senators' demand as
an "insult" to his brother and his fallen comrades.
The solons' reply was cast in just as strong terms as
the CDU parliamentarian's letter, and it revealed as
much as anything that occurred durng those heated
days of late April and early May just how much the
cordial German-American
relationship had been
placed in jeopardy by the ill-conceived presidential
visit.
Chancellor Helmut Kohl was facing a crucial election in the populous state of North RhineWestphalia, and he hoped to use the two-day tour of
Germany on May 5-6 (as well as the economic sum-
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Jewish protestant demonstration
at Bitburg, May 5, l 985
(left); group of East German youth at the Berlin Folkfest, May
8, 1985 (center); West German police dragging Nicaragua
protestor from tree on Reagan motorcade route, May 6, 1985
(right)

mit conference of seven Western heads of state in
the capital city of Bonn which preceded it) as
devices to strengthen his position and that of his
CDU party. He persuaded the other leaders to advance the annual economic conflab from June to
May and arranged for Reagan to give speeches at the
Bergen-Belsen concentration camp memorial and
1-lambach (site of a legendary liberal-democratic
demonstration in 1832) and to lay a wreath at the
German war cemetery on the outskirts of Bitburg.
With the latter he hoped to score a public relations
triumph like the reconciliation he had had with
French President Francois Mitterand at Verdun the
previous autumn.
Although the tempo of controversy increased
steadily as the fateful day approached, Mr. Reagan
felt he had to support the bumbling and (in the opinion of some political
commentators)
steadily
weakening Chancellor, his true friend, who had
authorized the stationing of Pershing missiles on
German soil in spite of considerable public opposition and who also backed the Strategic Defense Initiative ( 11 Star Wars") scheme. But by pressuring Mr.
Reagan to hold firm to the agreement to call at the

military cemetery, the Chancellor embarrassed his
guest and at the same time depleted his own
political capital, as evidenced by the crushing defeat
the CDU suffered in the May 12 state election. The
whole
affair completely
overshadowed
the
economic parley which reporters cynically referred
to as the "Bitburg summit."
A small town in the hill country near the Belgian
border, its main claim to fame up to this moment
had been a popular brand of beer brewed there, Bitburger Pils. (Former Chancellor Willy Brandt, referring to John F. Kennedy's celebrated visit to Berlin in
1963, commented tongue-in-cheek
that Reagan
should have said: 11 lch bin ein Bitburger. 11 ) His decision to come with Kohl to the Kulmeshohe military
cemetery not only was an error in judgment and the
result of poor staff work but also revealed a failure in
perception that reconciliation
between Germans
and Americans had long ago taken place. The Marshall Plan, Berlin Airlift, NATO, and the innumerable
personal ties that have developed through marriages, teacher exchanges, tourism, and business
ventures testify to this. The Bitburg affair simply tore
open old wounds and disrupted the healing process
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that had been going on for four decades.
At times stubbornness can be a virtue, but in a
statesman flexibility is all-important. But neither man
was willing to back down, as each feared this would
be perceived as weakness. In Bonn I heard White
House Press Secretary Larry Speakes queried about a
newspaper report of a reunion of SSveterans, which
alleged that some of those present were saying that
as a result of the Bitburg action they were "now feeling rehabilitated."
The only response he could

tions. However, much more was done to advance
the cause of reconciliation by Christians in Germany. For example, on May 8 an active churchman,
the Federal Republic's President Richard von Weizsacker stirred the nation with his oratory in an address to a joint session of both houses of parliament.
His speech was extensively quoted in the press
and even issued as a phonograph record. In clear
terms he declared, "We need and we have the
strength to look truth straight in the eye, without

In all of the hullabaloo over whether the fortieth anniversary should ever
have been observed in the first place, the voice of the Church had rung out
loud and dear. Yes, we must remember not to wallow in the muck of
collective guilt nor to shed bitter tears of remorse over the lost lives,
territory, and honor, but rather to work to prevent such a thing from happening again.
come up with was the sarcastic retort: "I am not a
spokesman for the SS." Further, he declined to comment on the possibility that Reagan might be concerned about the SS taking comfort from this and
asserted that "nothing" would embarrass the President.
Had Mr. Reagan a different group of evangelical
Christians as spiritual advisers than the hard-nosed
fundamentalists he hob-nobs with, perhaps they
could have explained to him what the Bible says
about strength in weakness. So he went through
with the visit and in the process demonstrated an insensitivity and inflexibility that exposed his own
weakness. He tried to undo the damage with moving speeches at Bergen-Belsen and the U.S. air base
at Bitburg, but to no avail. A group of non-violent
Jewish protesters was expelled from the camp
premises by order of the Secret Service, which, in its
diligence to protect the President, had arrogantly
taken over the direction of security from the Germans, who were merely treated as clients. Reagan
rushed th rough the eight-minute Bitbu rg cemetery
stop without saying anything or even looking around
at the graves; and to the displeasure of the crowds
who had lined the motorcade route holding small
American flags and hoping for a smile from the President, he sped through the city to reach the more
congenial environs of the air base. His address there
included the usual sentimental anecdotes and an expression of sympathy for the victims of communist
"totalitarianism"
(but not for those of the South
African or Chilean variety).

A
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s a result, Mr. Reagan's visit did little to
promote better relations between the two na-

embellishment and without distortion."
The National Socialist crimes were carried out by a small
number, screened from public view; but every German could witness what his Jewish compatriots were
going through. "Who could remain unsuspecting in
the face of the growing deprivation of human rights
and the continual violation of human dignity?" von
Weizsacker asked. "Whoever opened his eyes and
ears and sought information could not fail to notice
that Jews were being deported."
While no one expected Germans to wear penitential robes just because they were German, "all of us,
whether guilty or not, whether old or young, must
accept the past. We are all affected by its consequences and liable for it." He went on to label the
anniversary a day for the remembrance of the victims of the war and Nazi tyranny, particularly the six
million Jews murdered in the concentration camps
and the countless citizens of the Soviet Union,
Poland, and other countries who lost their lives. He
insisted that "we seek reconciliation. Precisely for
that reason we must understand that there can be no
reconciliation without remembrance." Then he called on his own people and others in the world to renounce force and live together with others in lasting
peace.
Moreover, the churches were quite active in the
commemoration. For example, in Frankfurt am Main
(where I resided last spring) some fifty special services were scheduled in the city's Protestant and
Catholic churches in remembrance of May 8. Major
ecumenical
services were held at London's
Westminster Abbey, West Berlin's Kaiser Wilhelm
Gedachtniskirche, and Cologne Cathedral. At the
latter, where Kohl and von Weizsacker both were in
attendance, Archbishop Joseph Cardinal Hoeffner
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asked for God's forgiveness for the "fa ilur e and gu ilt
during those years." He urged those assembled
neither to torture themse lves with the specter of past
gui lt and inju stice nor to try to balance one gui lt
again st anoth er. Bishop Eduard Lohse, chairman of
the Protestant Ch urch in Germany, followed him
with a stron g ca ll for reverent commemoration of all
the dead and murdered of the war and for further
steps toward reconci liation with Eastern Europe. A
few days ear lier the heads of the West and East German Protestant c hur ches had released a jo int statement stressing both their people's responsibility for
the war and the lib eration in Christ that enables
them to make a new beginning. They then passionate ly appea led to Christians and public off icia ls
in both German states to work for peace and scali ng
down the nuclear arms race.
Possibly the most meaningful event of all, so it
seemed to me, took place on the eve nin g of May 8
in East Berlin, the cap ital of the German Democrat ic
Republic. Whi le West Germans were divided as to
whether they shou ld see the date as an occasion for
mourning or a time of rejoicing (and some felt it
shou ld simp ly be ignored), the GDR had pu lled out
all the stops to ce lebrate it as the occasion of the
lib erat ion from fascist tyranny and the creation of
the new soc ialist order in al liance with their Soviet
comrades. May 8 was declared a nationa l ho liday, a
fo lk fest was organized at East Berlin's A lexanderp latz, the top party d ignitaries and state officia ls hosted a gala spectacle in the ultramodern
Palace of the Republ ic, and mi litary parades and
wreath- layings were the order of the day.

However, at the same hour as a military tattoo on
Unter den Linden, the East German Protestants con ducted an ec um enica l memor ial serv ice in the
Marienkirche a half-m ile away. A round 1,500 worship ers thronged into the histor ic c hur c h which only
seats 1,200; among them were de legations from
ten countries that had been involv ed in World War
II, in c luding the Orthodox Patriarch of Moscow and
representat ives from the U.S. National Counc il of
Churches. Particular ly noticeable was the large
number of young people, several of whom had roles
in the two-hour serv ice . The liturgy was one of confession for responsibi lity and in difference on the part
of all and a comm itment to work for peace. T he sermon by Bishop Johannes Hempel on 2 Cor inthi ans
5: 19-20 stresssed reconci Iiatio n and the d iffi cu It but
necessarv quest for peace. As I left this house of wor ship to return to my lodg ing, I really fe lt I had been
in the presence of God and his peop le.
In all of the hu Ilaba loo over whether the fort ieth
anniv ersary shou ld eve r have been observed in the
first place, the vo ice of the Church had rung o ut
loud and clear. Yes, we must remember not to
wallow in the muck of co llect ive gu ilt nor to shed
bitter tears of remorse over the lost lives, territory ,
and hon or, but rather to work to prevent such a
thing from happening again . We must strive for
peace and work against t he nuclear arms race, the
oppress ion of small nations, racial injustice, and the
efforts to minimize the Holocaust or deny Israel's
rights to ex ist as a nation. In remembrance is repen tance, forg iveness, and hea lin g; but t his must be
fol lowed by act io ns. There lies the c hallenge of the
MISSION
future.

Our Apo logies We regret that the August-September issue of the journal was so late. The reasons are too numerous to
mention, but we promise to do better.
We are also red-faced about the garbled tribute to Lajuana Burgess, our former Business Manager. She
deserves better than that. This is the way it should have read:
Many of our readers have no doubt missed the warm, friendly notes from Lajuana Burgess, who found it
necessary to resign earlier this year. Having begun her ministry with Mission in the very early years as a
volunteer proofreader, she became Circulation Secretary in June 1978, and then Business Manager in July
1979. Speaking for all of us who have been engaged in the Mission enterprise-editors with whom she has
worked; the Board, who have depended on her to see to the daily operation; and readers, who have
found her always helpful and courteous and their complaints or needs taken care of-Richard Hughes,
former editor, expressed our appreciation:
The plain fact is that had it not been for you and for your
dedicated and systematic attention to the smallest detail of budget and circulation on a day-in, day-out
basis, Mission would have been in a bad way. Your work was so splendid, your devotion to our common
task so great, and your spirit so cons istent ly encouraging and supporting that there are simply no words
expressive enough to tell you how much you have meant to us and to Mission.
Now a Disability Examiner for the Social Security Administration, Lajuana continues to look after husband Bob and chi ldren LaNita and Derek, to design clothes for her and her daughter, and to work with
the young people at the Brentwood Oaks Church in Austin.

* * * * . • *
And I think it's calligraphy, not "choreography"

that Kitty Jay enjoys.
- the Editor
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Response to Opinion/RSVP

How Much Authority for Elders?
"the towel and the basin"
In the OPIN ION/RSVP quest ionnaire that appeared in th e June 1985
issue of Mission j o urn al three
statements were presented w ith the
opportunity for readers to express
agreement or disagreement: (1) The
BIBLE TEACHES members have no
right to know th e business affairs of th e
co ngregation . (2) The BIBLE TEACHES
elders shou ld co ndu ct all congregationa l business in absolut e secrecy. (3)
The BIBLE TEACHES elders are to be
selected by elders-NOT
BY THE
CONGREGATION . A lt houg h t he
numb er of responses was not ove rwhe lmin g, the respond ents without
except ion marked the "disagree" column. One person po inted out,
how ever, the statements w ere " loaded" so as to necessitate such agreement in di sagreement. In one sense,
perhaps, that's true. Howeve r, inasmu c h as many elders who have
rece nt ly bee n c halle nged c laim
absolute power over the chur ch and
teach that they are act ing on the
authority given them by clear biblical
teaching, th e quest ions raised are
valid .
M any thoughtfu l comments were
made, and several threads of shared
bel iefs emerged in the discussion section.
1. Such total authority as is claimed
by many elders and especially some
of those whose power has been questioned is antithetical to biblical
teaching. Those who take unto
themse lves such power usurp "from
Jesus Chri st, th e true head of the
Church," wr ites one. Patricia Allbr itten, Saratoga, CA exp resses strong
disagreement
with
the three
state ments and co ntinu es, "O nly
Chri st Jesus is the head of the ch urch
and his examp le is o ur auth o rity.
Resistance to legalistic authori ty w ill
certain ly be met with outrage , but true
servants will not be moved by
intimid ation."
Glen McGuire
of
Denver, CO emp hasizes that "t he
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elders are part of th e body, they are
not th e head. In no way shou Id t hey
become dictatorial."
Making hi s
appea l to Scriptur e, David Mor eland,
Mil ligan Co llege, TN , says, " Jesus
speaks to the who le issue of c hurc h
leaders in M att. 20:24-27. He stat es
that leaders are not 'to lord it over' or
'exe rc ise a uth o ri ty ." ' Kenneth
Gal laway, Lake Como, FL writes from
a perspective of forty years: " I have
seen the co rruptin g forces of pow er in
the eldership."
2. The secular model of leadership
that now prevails is inappropriate for
the Church. Elmer Prout, Rosevill e,
CA sees th at "a n 'exec utive board of
elders' has captur ed the im agination of
an increasing numb er of believers.
'Wh at are elders for, if not to make th e
d ec i sion s?' say m a ny c hur c h
membe rs-a nd all too many elders
' love to have it so.' The bib lical way
which is seen in Acts 6 and 15 has
been set aside in favor of clo sed
meetings in wh ich th e exec utiv es
operate at t heir pleasure." Also putting
it in a bro ade r co ntext, Bill Jenk ins,
Tulsa, OK points out th at "t he perversion of the Church by Americans
parallels other past perversions in
European history. The Chur c h is not a
corporation, not a business. The ignora nce and un-Chr istlike ness of
elders-w ho-cont ro l staggers me. The
lov e of God and Chri st's work
demands li be ration from such." Mike
Sanders, O lymp ia, WA wa rns, "To the
extent that cong regations allow the ir
elders to be corporate d irectors, they
allow them to quit funct ioning as
actua l respons ibl e shepherds." " Let
qualified business men make business
decisions," pleads Steve Bishop of
Hearne, TX.
3. The real problem is spiritual.
One correspondent says it bluntly:
"Our prob lems are not as much financia l as t he fact that our eldership is
scripturally unqualified." "E lders are
pastors w ho are invo lved in the lives of

God's people wh en th ey are o utside
the chur ch bui lding . The N.T. lists
t heir respo nsibilities
as teac hin g,
preaching, and prayin g" (Bishop).
Karen Mo ssman, Aust in, TX asserts
th at "a n elder is not an office. An elder
is a person who functions as a
shepherd, slave, servant, not a d irector , president, or boss. The fo lks out
there washing feet, healing pain,
visitin g th e sick, feedin g the hungry
and cry ing with th e grieving are the
elders- no matt er who won the election buttons labe led 'e lder.' Make no
mi st ake, th e sheep kn ow th e
shepherd ." "T hey are a select gro up
of peop le to keep th e eyes and hearts
of the co ngregation focused on God
(McGuire) . Bill Lamb ert, Durham, NC
reflects on other aspects of the spiritua l
dim ension: " In principle th e NT
teaches leaders th at t hey serve t he
Lord best wh en serving th e believe rs.
Believers are often mo st we ll served
when their desires and op inion s are
we ll co nsidered, then met, or at least
thoughtfully answe red. Spir itua l people wil l feel remorse when their
spiritual desires and opin ions are unjust ly co nsidered by leaders actin g as
over lo rd s. Any leade rship (civil
governm ent, chur ch gove rnm ent o r
God Him self) wou ld be resented by ignor ed hearts and mind s. God ly leade rship , by def inition alw ays in itiates
posit ive respon se." Wi lli am Johnson,
Tu lare, CA ho lds up th e Lord as the
true mod el of leadership: " M ark
10:45-'b ut to serve, and to give his
life.' He mod eled leadership by illustr ati ng servitud e- th e towe l and the
basin-not laying down the law and
the gavel."
4. Members should select elders,
have a right to be part of the decisionmaking process, should have access
to all matters that concern the congregation. Bob Scott, who is involved
in the law suit in Little Rock, AR, writes
concerning selection : " If elders are
supposed to select elders (rather than
members selecting), I have been misled for 40 years. I thought we
(members) had been doing the selecting and elders were doing the appoint ing after we selecte d. " Cynthi a Taylor
of Ottawa, Canada, suggests that 1
Car . 16:1-3 is directed to the church,
not ju st the elders. "To me it assumes
congregat iona l invo lvement in selection of men to take the gift to
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Jerusalem." Herman M . Schlechte r,
Taylor Falls, MN beli eves that "e lders
do have the authority to make the
decis ions for a congregat ion through
the wisdom of the ir years living for
Chr ist" but they " need to be chosen
by the cong regation and receiv e input
from the co ngregat ion." An elderly
broth er writ es that he has ju st resigned
after 40 years as an elder and confesses
that "t here is some doubt about our
actio ns on No . 3."
Most agree with Elmer Prout's statement th at "t he bib lical way which is
seen in Acts 6 and 15 has been set
aside in favor of closed meet ings in
which the execut ives operate at their
p leasure. It is time that we return to
the association of friends with the
openness spoke n of in John 15:15."
Others also att est to th is necessity:
"We mu st return to Elder s perform ing
the shepherding ro le or fun ction
(spir itua l) and bring memb ers into th e
dec ision-makin g process on business
of the ch urch." "A ll dec ision s should
be made by all memb ers." On e
woman wrot e that she had taken issue
with the annu al budget of the chur ch
and was grudgingly given salary information with instruct ion s not to reveal
it to anyon e. " A ll churches," says
Steve Kenney, Bangor, ME "s hould be
required to fi le annu al repo rts stating

(Forum, co ntinu ed from p. 72)

Science and Religion
The art ic les by Buffaloe
and
Langford in th e May issue dealing w ith
science and religion w ere exce llent.
Buffaloe makes two key points: 1. The
practi ce of science is invol ved with
values in th at " it cannot surviv e
without ju stice and ho no r and respect
betw een peop le." 2. The findin gs of
science are "e thi cally neutr al." As a
Chri sti an and a scienti st, I especially
app reciate the first of th ese.
The second po int is mor e co mpl ex
than may appea r initi ally. It is co rrect
in th e abstract. But tec hnology do es
not exist in the abstract-it exists in our
liv es. For th e most part tec hnolo gy has
been a blessing to mankind, giving us
transportation
systems,
co mmuni cation systems, health care, food
sup plies, and a variety of goods th at
were inconceivable a mere ce ntur y
ago . Further, ove r the long term ,
tec hnolo gy has c reated more job s than

total cont ributi ons and expe nses. I' m
sure th at there would be opposit ion to
this if the chur ches were not using th e
funds wise ly ."
5. A number of persons took a different stance on the New Testament
teaching about how elders are
selected and what their role is, i.e.,
the New Testament does not really
say. Steve Kenney adm its, " I' m not
sure how elders are ' bib li ca lly
selected."' Obse rves another, " The
right to know, co ndu cting of business
and select ion proc ess are not discussed in Scriptur e." Rod Corne r, Oc ean
Springs, MS points o ut the w eakness in
our met hod s of interpretat ion : "Co nce rning elders, I think th e Church of
Chri st is again victim ized by the
'b lu epr int ' hermeneuti c wh ic h has for
so long characte rized our int erpretat ion of the Bible. I checked 'd isagree'
on th e abov e qu estion s, not because
the N.T. t eac hes th e oppos ite,
althou gh I wou ld persona lly advo cate
suc h oppos ing positions, but because
th e Bib le says nothin g either way. We
must reali ze that the N.T . does not
give us a blu ep rint. " Lambe rt comment s th at "suc h matters are difficult
to address w ith only 'yea' or ' nay.' ...
eve ry individu al situ ation lies in its
own individu al set of co ndition s. The
New Testament in princ ipl e, thou gh, I

believe, instructs again st ollig archies in
th e Lord's c hurc h and promotes
democrat ic participat ion . This I fee l is
especial ly true wh en Jesus Chri st is
worshiped
in a pro-d e mocratic
c ulture."
Seve ral had somet hin g to say about
lawsuit s: " I do not agree with taking
'c hur c h matt ers' to co urt - neith er do I
agree with eld ers not discussing
'c hur ch matters' w ith its memb ers.
Wh at a disgrace! " O ne person co nfessed, "We co ntribu ted to th e legal
defense fund for the Co llin svill e,
Ok lahom a elders. W e wi ll not contribut e to the Sixth and Izard in Little
Rock, AK elders. Their app licat io n of
New Testament Scripture is wrong. "
How eve r, Bobby Hoov er of Ar lin gto n,
TX says, " Thr ee cheers for those fo lks
in Littl e Rock who are gut sy enou gh to
br ing this type of tyranny to light- and
back it up w ith t heir own persona l
risk."
Finally, the mo st tou c hing comment
came from Joe Brown Ill , son of the
chief plaint iff in th e Littl e Rock case:
" My father 's law suit wa s filed out of
extreme love for Chri st's body and his
chur ch. Even though it has been hard,
I am very proud of my earth ly father."
(Not e: Please see FORUM for longer
responses.)

it has disp laced. Howev er, we are now
entering an era of autom at io n that may
affect every thre ad of society, inc ludin g religion . One
d isturbing
measure of its imp act is th e steady
growth in t he average rate of un employment in th is co untry sin ce th e end
of World W ar II. Clearly , high unemployment leads to eco nomi c and
social in stab ility . A lready our po liti cal
system is trying various app roaches
towa rd equit able distributions of work
and inco me. Eventually, a soluti on will
lik ely be found. In the process, ther e
we ll m ay be new opportunities for
Chri sti an
service-bo th
in
the
management of tec hno logy and in
assistin g tho se affected by it.
The articl e by Langfo rd is exq uisite
in its tim elin ess. The notion t hat th ere
are two books of God-one of word s
and o ne of wo rks-and that ther e can
be no co nfli ct betwe en them is in sore
need of study and arti cul ation . As
ev idenced by recent exp lanati ons for

mass ext inct io ns, (for exa mpl e, see
" Death Star," Popular Science, June
1985), our und erstanding of th e
geo log ic reco rd is incomp lete and
cont inues to grow. At th e same tim e
w e continu e to accumu late massive
amount s of data co nfirmin g th e accurr acy of th e hi stori cal reco rd in th e
Bible. For tho se who know both science and Scriptur e, th e forthcoming
decades wi ll be fill ed with wonder and
exc iteme nt.
Bill Buzbee
Los Alamos, New Mexico

Authority of Elders
God's
peop le includin g elders
sho uld set an exampl e in th e co mmunity of comp lete open operat ions .
I' m not at all sure t hat th e elders have
any place in the fin ances of the group .
An ind epe ndent audit shou ld be per formed annual ly!
God's people as an assembly or a
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fam ily or a body of Christ are just as
li kely to be gui lty of idolatry as an individual. The co ngregation as a who le
is ju st as subject to having their heart
"where their treasure is" as individua ls are.
As evidence of the elders being out
of their ju risdictio n, the low utili zation
of huge faci liti es is co nvin cing.
Congregation s that insist on building a
new auditorium every few years and
neve r show much real need are guilty
(in my op inio n) of gross mismanagement , massive waste and sin. (Christ
said "Do n't waste anyt hing.") If elders
direct thi s kind of ope ration, they are
guilty. If the re we re no data to show
this to be true, it wou ld be stupid for
me to express these ideas. There is
plenty of data. The co llect ion of th is
body of data won't go away. It cr ies for
exp lanation . Congregations or elders
who claim a vast bui lding glorifies God
need to study the idea of "g lorifying."
The heavens declare God's glo ry, but
a vast empty cathedral ·probably does
just the oppos ite.
Ralph E. Arceneaux
Wichita Falls, Texas
At Go lf Course Road Church of
Christ in Mid land, TX we currentl y
have an exce llent eldership co mposed
of profo undly spiritu al brothers who
are tryin g to be th e pastor-shep herds
described in New Testament Script ure. Several Christians at o ur 1500member co ngregatio n asked me last
fall w hy I was one of two dissenting
votes to t he legal inco rporat io n of the.
Church as a Texas not-fo r-profit co r-"
poration. My 'no' vote was not a vote
of " no co nfid ence" in the elders.
Rather, my vote was dir ected against
the fossilization of current co ncepts of
th e "a utho ritarian eldership" as practiced by many restoration New
Testament elderships. Incorporat ing a
church w ith elder/d irecto rs and granting the directors exclusive powers to
borrow, buy, sell, etc. in the Articles
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be (1) an accret ion of powers and
responsibiliti es that vest in the enti re
congregat ion , (2) a state-sanction ed
institutionalization of an incorrect interpretat ion of Scripture, and (3) an
unnecessary co nstraint on t he Lord's
people.
We in Restor ation Churches of
Christ have borrowed too heavily from
th e ideas and co ncepts of th e co rporate world in develop ing our ideas
of w ho and what elders are and do.
Elders are our leaders by their exampl e
and the qu ality of their spiritual
maturity . They are our leaders because
we wi llin gly fo llow them. They are o ur
shepherds because we t rust them to
pray for and use wisdom . To equate
the English word "ove rsee" to " rul e
by divine right" is to rip its o riginal
meaning in th e G reek text co mpl etely
out of co ntext and grossly misinterpret
the apostles' message.
I would never sue a brot her-in-Christ
in vio lation of t he clear teaching of 1
Cor. 6. But. .. I might sue the Directors
of a Texas Not -For-Profit Corpo ration
fo r violation of Texas law governin g
such co rpo ratio ns. When does a man
cease being an elder of the Lo rd's
church and beco me an officer of a
state-created corpo ratio n? Where in
any New Testament is protection from
a lawsuit granted to a governm ent
legal entit y?
Gary R. Willis
Midland, Texas

Life Beyond Death
I wa nt to comme nd Brother Lyn n E.
Mitchell of Bering Drive Church of
Christ, Hou ston, Texas, for the
beautiful and truthful artic le " Life
Beyond Death" in the July issue of
Mission. W e need more such articles
by such dedicated men. God bless him
and may he cont inue his artic les.
Mrs. Sam Jones
Corpus Christi, Texas

Why Not Give Ideas This Christmas?
Your friends would enjoy a subscription to Mission Journal and think of
you all year as they read it each month. You send the names and we will
send gift cards and bill you. Mail your list to 12102 Tanglebriar Cove,
Austin, TX 78750.
Rates are 1 year, $12; 3 years, $30; 1 year, senior citizens and students,

$7.50.
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